Event-related potentials in a working-memory task in schizophrenics and controls.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded from 65 channels in 12 schizophrenics and 12 age- and sex-matched controls during a delayed matching-to-sample design with variation of working-memory (WM) challenge: following a 500 ms visual sample stimulus (called S1, two diamonds varying in size, rotation angle and vertical position), the same pattern was either presented throughout a 6s retention interval (no challenge) or a diamond pattern differing from the first one in at least one dimension was presented during this interval (WM challenge). The 500 ms matching stimulus (called S2) comprised one diamond, which had to be matched for identity to either the left or the right diamond of the sample stimulus. The topographical distribution of ERPs during an interval of 500 ms after S1-onset, 5s of the retention interval, a 500 ms-interval preceding the S2, and a 1s postimperative interval were evaluated. No WM challenge during the retention interval induced a right-posterior accentuation of the slow negative potentials in either group, while WM challenge evoked a tendency for left-hemispheric negativity in controls, but not in patients. Patients exhibited a postimperative negative variation (PINV) with left-anterior focus irrespective of the preceding WM challenge, while in controls, the left-anterior PINV was found only following WM challenge. In schizophrenic patients the lack of a left-anterior accentuation of negative ERPs under WM challenge might be related to WM dysfunction, and the condition-independent PINV might be considered either the consequence of this dysfunction or indication of processes related more to the diagnoses than to WM-challenge and -dysfunction.